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SECRET PARTY
ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE
Bay Colt - Foaled May 09, 2022 - Registration #8XC48
Microchip #98514100145343

Abercrombie p, 4, 1:53.0
Party At Artsplace p, 4, 1:51.0 ...
Miss Elvira p, 2, 2:00.1f
Equitable p, 4, 1:51.4
Poodle Party p, 3, 1:56.4f ...
Toy Poodle p, 4, 1:54.2
Kyles Secret p, 1:52.0 ...
Table For Seven p, 3, 1:57.1s
Bo Knows Jate p, 1:51.2s
Blind Raise p, 1:57.3

By PARTY AT ARTSPLACE p, 4, 1:51.0 ($66,077). Sire of 51 in 1:55 - 78 in 2:00 including JEFFERS PARTY p, 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:55.2, 1:51.4 ($408,258); PARTY HANGOVER p, 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:51.3, 1:51.1 ($371,609); WHISKERSONKITTENS p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:52.2, 1:51.0 ($290,799); SPLENDED PARTY p, 2, Q2:00.1, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:52.1h, BT 1:50.3h ($290,771) etc.

1st dam
KYLES SECRET p, 3, 1:54.2f, 1:52.0, BT 1:51.1f ($204,765) 42 wins, by SECRETS NEPHEW p, 1:48.4s. At 3, winner of Innisfil Cup Claiming Series final at Georgian Downs; second in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River. As aged, winner of Open at Hawthorne; third in Preferred (twice). Second foal.

2nd dam
JATES KATE p, 3, 2:02.4h, 1:53.2h, BT 1:52.1s ($206,812) 31 wins, by BO KNOWS JATE p, 1:51.2s, BT 1:50.3s. As aged, winner of Preferred (3 times) at Flamboro Downs; second in Open at Georgian Downs, Preferred (3 times) at Flamboro Downs; third in Preferred (twice) at Flamboro Downs. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:53) including-

3rd dam
BLIND RAISE p, 3, 2:03.1f, 1:57.3, BT 1:57.1f ($26,571) 13 wins, by NO NUKES p, 3, T1:52.1. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

4th dam
MEGATON ONE p, 2, 2:02.2h, 3, 2:00.3q ($22,161) 6 wins, by PRECIOUS FELLA p, 3, T1:55.0. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners including-

5th dam
MRS RICH p, ($104), by TORPID p, 2, 1:58.0. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:57) including-

By PARTY AT ARTSPLACE p, 4, 1:51.0 ($66,077). Sire of 51 in 1:55 - 78 in 2:00 including JEFFERS PARTY p, 2, 2:01.0h, 3, 1:55.2, 1:51.4 ($408,258); PARTY HANGOVER p, 2, 1:58.0, 3, 1:51.3, 1:51.1 ($371,609); WHISKERSONKITTENS p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:52.2, 1:51.0 ($290,799); SPLENDED PARTY p, 2, Q2:00.1, 3, 1:57.0h, 1:52.1h, BT 1:50.3h ($290,771) etc.